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What We Hold Precious

T

his issue of Alive focuses on the
babies that arrived at the Zoo this
past summer and on the progress
the Zoo is making toward bringing Polar
Bears back to the N.C. Zoo.
The lead story explains some of the
practical and the political factors that
have influenced the ongoing renovations
to the Zoo’s Polar Bear exhibit. The article also discusses a new timetable for
exhibiting Polar Bears at the Zoo. The
hope is to begin exhibiting one bear in
2013 before all the renovations are completed and, then, to bring in our second
bear for a grand opening of the Polar
Bear exhibit in 2014.
A second story looks at the five babies
currently on exhibit at the Zoo. These
youngsters represent the Zoo’s commitment to maintaining viable populations of
the animals it exhibits. Population scientists from a mix of North American zoos
planned each birth as part of a nationwide program to maintain the genetic
diversity and viability of these species.
Several stories in this issue take up the
cause of understanding and protecting
snakes—some of nature’s most unfairly
maligned and important organisms. Both
Field Notes and the Kid’s Page look at
some of the features that make snakes
seem scary and highlight some of the
misconceptions many people have about
snakes.

VALERIE ABBOTT

Winter 2013

Another important section of this issue
thanks the artists, businesses and individuals who supported this year’s Zoo To Do
and helped us raise nearly $100,000 for
the Zoo. Other sections of the magazine
thank our other recent donors and promote our gift membership options and
our holiday adoption packages as green
and fun opportunities to give as holiday
gifts to friends and family.

The North Carolina Zoo is open every day of the year, except on
Christmas Day. Winter hours begin November 1 and extend from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. Summer hours begin on April 1 and extend from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Standard admission prices are $12 for adults, $10 for
seniors and $8 for children. Zoo Society members and registered
North Carolina school groups are admitted free. The Zoo offers free
parking, free tram and shuttle service, picnic areas, visitor rest
areas, food service and gift shops.

JAYNE OWEN PARKER, PH.D., MANAGING EDITOR

Please recycle your ALIVE magazine. To locate the
closest magazine recycling area in your city, call “Solid
Waste Management” or “Recycling” under the City or
County listings of your phone book.

For information, call 1-800-488-0444.
The Zoo is a program of the N.C. Department of Environment and Natural Resources. The NC Zoo Society is the non-profit organization
that supports the North Carolina Zoological Park and its programs. Society offices are open Monday – Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. For more
information, please call 336-879-7250 or logon to the Society’s Web page at nczoo.com.
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Polar Bears
KenReininger,GeneralCurator

In November, 2011, the Zoo
broke ground on a major
expansion and renovation of
its Polar Bear exhibit.

W

e undertook this $8.5 million construction project
to achieve two major goals. The first was to create a much larger and more interesting living
arena for the Zoo’s Polar Bears. The second was to provide
the Zoo with a dramatic and appropriate venue for highlighting the impact that Global Climate Change is having on
the Arctic and the people, Polar Bears and other animals
that live there.
While recent scientific findings about the physical and
psychological needs of Polar Bears sparked much of the
Zoo’s motivation for renovating the exhibit, the Zoo had
another, more practical reason, too. We wanted our exhibit
to meet the stringent standards issued by the Canadian government agency that determines which zoos are eligible to
receive orphaned Polar Bears. Meeting these standards will
make it possible for the Zoo to acquire one or more of these
cubs in the future.
By making these exhibit upgrades and adding a series of
dramatic visual displays, the Zoo will enhance its capacity
to explain the science that is emerging about Global Climate
Change. These displays will highlight the role that people
play in these changes and offer practical advice about
adopting habits that will save money and help mitigate
unwanted changes to the atmosphere and the climate.
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The Bear Facts
Polar Bears are North America’s largest terrestrial carnivores and, in the wild, a single Polar Bear may occupy a
territory that ranges over tens of thousands of miles.
Intelligent and inquisitive by nature, Polar Bears are born
with bountiful energy and a natural curiosity that drives
them to explore, swim, walk, run, dig and fully interact with
the world around them.
A good exhibit respects both the power and the intelligence that underlie Polar Bear behavior and offers exhibit
animals opportunities to exercise them both. A good exhibit,
too, provides sufficient complexity to give the bears plenty
of choices to make about where they spend their time and
about how they interact with their exhibit.

Fitting Bears to Space
The Zoo’s ongoing exhibit renovations have added space
and features that complement the complex needs and behaviors that come naturally to Polar Bears. The upgraded area
will expand the bear exhibit by roughly 20,000 square feet,
giving the bears three times as much living space as the
original exhibit.
A softer, more natural substrate will cover the added
shoreline and terrain, giving the bears more space to dig and
opening up places for plenty of low-profile plants to grow.
A shallow stream will cut through the plantings, bouncing
over rocks and pebbles to provide the bears with fresh water
and various nooks and crannies to explore.
A new, off-exhibit holding area will provide room for the
Zoo to bring in additional Polar Bears and will add a maternity den and yard to support a future breeding program. By
building this holding area some distance from the existing

Overlapping Histories
The Zoo’s new exhibit more than meets the exhibit standards set by the Canadian Province of Manitoba: the standards an institution must meet to be eligible to receive Polar
Bears from this province. The impetus to raise these standards shares an ironic history with the North Carolina Zoo.
That history began in the 1970s and 1980s, when
Manitoba sanctioned the capture of a number of wild Polar
Bears to send to several European zoos. Several of these
bears went to Germany and, later, ended up performing in a
Mexican circus.
Eventually, that circus booked a tour in Puerto Rico, a
Commonwealth of the United States of America. Once
inside Puerto Rico, the circus fell under the jurisdiction of
our federal laws, including the Marine Mammal Protection
Act, which prohibits Polar Bears from being imported into,
or exported out of, the United States.
This odd legal situation brought out the media and
focused attention on the bears’ deplorable living conditions.
The resulting public outcry sparked a lengthy legal battle
that ended when the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service confiscated the bears and placed them in the care of several AZA
accredited zoos. Two of those bears, Wilhelm and Masha,
came to the North Carolina Zoo.
The outcry of support for the bears also prompted the
Province of Manitoba to give legal protection to its Polar
Bears. Manitoba enforced that protection by writing minimal care standards that institutions must meet to receive
Polar Bears from Manitoba. While the North Carolina Zoo
might be able to acquire future Polar Bears from another
country or province, the Manitoba population probably
offers the best option for acquiring new bears.

The Bear Connection
As one of Canada’s more southern provinces, Manitoba is
already showing dramatic environmental changes from
Global Climate Change. Rising temperatures have lopped a

good three weeks off the local bears’ hunting season by
delaying when the Hudson Bay freezes over and hastening
the time of its spring thaw.
Because Polar Bears must fast when there is no sea ice
(they cannot capture seals without an icy platform underfoot), Manitoba’s bears are showing severe signs of stress.
The average weight of the local bears has dropped by 15
percent and the average litter size has fallen, too. With less
time to hunt and fewer fat reserves to sustain them,
Manitoba’s female bears are struggling to raise their cubs.
As temperatures continue to rise, biologists expect to see a
growing number of orphaned cubs in need of rescue—
a service that can be provided by well regulated and
qualified zoos.

bigstockphoto.com

one, the Zoo is also adding considerable flexibility to its
management options.
If, for example, the Zoo ends up with two Polar Bears that
just cannot get along, they can be housed separately. But, if
all the bears—new and old—turn out to be compatible, the
expanded facility gives staff the flexibility to
shuffle the bears in a number of configurations. The bears
can be rotated back and forth between the old and the new
exhibit, or the staff can even give all the bears access to the
old and the new exhibits—freeing each bear to choose
where to spend its time.

Most of the Hudson Bay Polar Bear population resides in
the Province of Manitoba, and its agencies will select the
placements for these cubs. The Zoo’s ongoing renovations
comply with the current Manitoba standards, making us
eligible for possible placement of orphaned cubs.

We’re Where We Are, Not
Where We Wish We Were
The Zoo has made steady progress on its Polar Bear renovations, but the progress has not gone as quickly as we hoped
it would. Much of the delay results from the Zoo’s location.
We sit inside the remnants of a volcanic arch that sprang up
millions of years ago. Known popularly as the “Uwharrie
Mountains,” these volcanic remains litter the local soils with
huge bolders that must be blasted apart and hauled away
during construction. The amount of rock varies from place
to place, and we never know how much rock we will
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exhibit can be completed before the new exhibit comes
online. These changes will let us bring one of our Polar
Bears back sooner, possibly this spring.
We hope to bring Aquilla back first. He is currently on loan
to the Detroit Zoo. Our other bear, Wilhelm, is older and less
comfortable with change, so we plan to let him stay at the
Milwaukee Zoo until the entire project is completed.

Teaching for the Bear
The main reason that we exhibit Polar Bears (and all animals) at the Zoo is to strengthen the relationship between
our visitors and wildlife. Our educational programs reinforce this bond and explore the intricate connections that
link people to the rest of nature.
These connections are especially evident in the Arctic,
where Global Climate Change is already harming the wellbeing of native people, Polar Bears and the other wildlife
that share this ecosystem. The force of these impacts has
motivated the North Carolina Zoo to step up its advocacy
for policies and practices that will help slow the warming
trend by reducing the release of greenhouse gases into the
atmosphere.

bigstockphoto.com

encounter until we start digging. Unfortunately, the Polar
Bear expansion hit a payload of rocks, pushing back the
time for completing the work.
We expect the contractors to finish up their duties by
March 2013. After that, the Zoo’s Exhibits Design, Horticulture and Maintenance/Fabrication staffs will move in to
begin their share of the renovations.
The Zoo is extremely fortunate to have this experienced
and capable staff on hand to finish the project. Together,
they will landscape the area, build the off-exhibit metal
containment doors and hydraulic operating systems and
fabricate artifical rocks, trees and other geographic features
to mimic the Arctic shoreline.
Using staff, rather than outside contractors, for these jobs
saves the Zoo considerable money and allows us to maintain high aesthetic standards. It will take this staff about 12
months to finish its work.
This revised time schedule has delayed our opening date
for the fully renovated exhibit, pushing it back to mid-2014.
But, because we know how much our visitors miss our
Polar Bears, staff has rescheduled some of the job components so that refurbishments to the original Polar Bear
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To underscore this advocacy, the Zoo has worked
steadily to reduce its own carbon footprint. We are on track
to reduce our former energy consumption by 20 percent,
and we should reach that goal by 2016.
We have steadily cut our energy use (and our energy
bills) by installing computerized energy management systems and high-efficiency lights; by replacing worn out
equipment with high-efficiency models; and by training
our staff to practice energy conservation in their jobs every
day. In partnership with Carolina Solar Energy, the Zoo
also installed 9,600 square feet of solar collectors in an
array that has the capacity to generate 104 KWH of electricity. We are currently looking into adding more solar
capacity in the future.
We use a biodiesel mixture to run the Zoo’s buses and
trams. And, we have instituted zoo-wide driving policies
(no idling, no quick starts and stops, combining trips, etc.)
to further reduce fuel consumption. We have also formed a
team of staff members to spearhead conservation activities
through the Zoo’s status as an Arctic Ambassador Center.
(See related sidebar.) These professionals encourage
energy conservation within the local community and plant
lots of trees to help absorb carbon dioxide.
Soon, the Zoo will further strengthen its commitment to
the conservation of the Arctic and its wildlife by supporting research biologists working in the field to protect Polar
Bears. These scientists are documenting the status of wild
Polar Bear populations by conducting aerial surveys, using
satellite tracking strategies and monitoring maternal denning sites. These researchers are also studying the impact
of various environmental changes to Polar Bear habitat,
including increases in industrial noises and other human
activities and waste products. Information gleaned from
these studies will help us find ways to mitigate negative
impacts on wild Polar Bears. Funds raised by the Zoo
Society for the Zoo’s Conservation and Research Program
will support this research.

You and the Bears
You can help them, too, and do it very painlessly by reducing your energy use at home and in your car.
An easy way to begin is to ask your power company for
a home energy audit (most power companies provide these
free of charge) and to follow its recommendations. You can
also buy a more energy-efficient vehicle when it is time to
replace yours and begin practicing energy efficient driving
habits today. The cool thing about these efforts is that,
while they help the environment, they also will save you
lots of money.

Zookeeper Conservation
The North Carolina Zoo takes its conservation mission
seriously. In addition to supporting staff field research,
the Zoo also supports several zookeeper-led conservation efforts, including Acres for the Atmosphere.
Acres for the Atmosphere began in 2009 when one of
the Polar Bear keepers attended a Zookeeper Leadership Camp sponsored by Polar Bears International.
Acres for the Atmosphere is a roll-up-your-sleevestree-planting-and-educational organization that is active
in many zoos throughout the country. These Acres’
groups work in their local communities to teach about
the causes underlying Global Climate Change and to
help community leaders implement policies that
decrease carbon dioxide emissions.
Acres’ members promote simple, but effective, conservation strategies for protecting the environment, carrying
out campaigns, for example, that offer tips for reducing
energy consumption and that encourage shoppers to
use re-usable shopping bags, not plastic bags, to carry
home their purchases.
Acres for the Atmosphere also promotes tree planting
activities, which are used to raise community awareness
about the active role that trees play in removing carbon
dioxide, a greenhouse gas, from the atmosphere. Zoos
that join Acres for the Atmosphere are asked to plant an
acre of trees every year.
So far, the North Carolina Zoo’s chapter of Acres for
the Atmosphere has held two tree planting events. The
first one planted 120 trees in Seagrove’s H. Clay
Presnell Park. The second one, held this year, planted
100 trees at the Randolph County YMCA.
SARA MONSON, ZOOKEEPER II

With a $250,000 donation, BB&T became
the signature sponsor of the new Polar Bear exhibit’s Arctic
Ice Cave and brought the Society’s fundraising campaign
for private donations to an end. “BB&T is proud to partner
with the North Carolina Zoo on this major renovation,” said
BB&T Chief Operating Officer Chris Henson. “The expanded
Polar Bear habitat will help educate visitors for generations
to come about Polar Bears and their plight in the wild.”
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TRAVEL SAFARI

Make 2013 Your Year of Re-Discovery...
Explorer Travel Options in 2013
Hawaii

China

March 7 - 16
$2399*
Maui & Kauai to watch whales; visit the
Na Pali Coast & the Grand Canyon of
the Pacific.

May 12 - 26
$2459*
The Grotto, the Warriors, a Hanging
Temple & Volunteering with Pandas.

Wild, Wild West
July 1 - 8
$2013*
Work on a dude ranch, see the Tetons
and Yellowstone National Park.

The Galapagos
July 15 - 30
$6800-$8698
(includes airfare from Miami)
Where giant tortoises and magnificent
Frigate birds await your discovery.

Platinum Travel Expeditions in 2013
Uganda and Kenya

California
October 15 - 25
$2585*
Yosemite, San Diego Zoo, Monterey
Bay & more.

Travel With Us,
in the Height of Luxury,
to Explore the Heart of Africa
Join Zoo Director David Jones for a 12-day
journey through Uganda’s most spectacular
wilderness areas. Your adventure will take
you to see wild chimpanzees, elephants and
more! It also includes a walk into Bwindi
Impenetrable Forest to see—perhaps even
sit alongside—a family of wild gorillas.

February 23 - March 8
$10,000
Gorillas in the wild, Queen Elizabeth
National Park & more.

Breathtaking!

Why Travel with the NC Zoo Society?
 We choose destinations with landscapes
and wildlife that will take your breath away.
 We plan itineraries that will feed your
curiosity and nourish your sense of wonder.
 We work with experts who plan for your
comfort and satisfaction.
 We arrange our trips with top-tier travel
providers—companies that you already trust.
PRICES BASED ON DOUBLE-OCCUPANCY.
For more information, e-mail jparker@nczoo.com or call 336-879-7273. |ALL
* PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE AIRFARE.
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Dear Friend of the Zoo...
We are grateful for all our new babies.
Every Zoo birth reminds us of the miracle
of creation. And, when we visit these babies
at the Zoo, they rekindle joy, wonder and
curiosity in our hearts—and ignite these
feelings in the children we love the most.
Help us protect these precious moments,
and the compassion and love for learning that
they inspire, by supporting the NC Zoo Society’s
Annual Fund. Your gift will protect our most precious,
living assets by helping the Zoo:

* Acquire, feed and enrich the lives of more than 1,100 animals;
* Provide these animals with state-of-the-art veterinary care;
* Tend to the needs of the more than 750,000 people who visit every year;
* Connect students with animals, nature and learning;
* Keep its gardens growing;
* Maintain and sustain its land;
* Protect wild animals around the world.
With your help, the Zoo will always be here to draw you, and your family,
close to Polar Bears, Elephants, Gorillas and the other wonders of nature.
And, with your help, the Zoo can fulfill its promise to enchant, teach and
delight North Carolina’s children, families, friends and neighbors
for years to come.

Thank you
for your generosity—and for your kindness.

YES, I want to protect the precious at the North Carolina Zoo.
Please accept my donation of $ _____________.
OR អ Make me a sustaining donor to the Zoo’s Annual Fund by
អ charging my credit card; OR អ invoicing me in this amount $ ____________
on a អ monthly, អ quarterly, OR អ bi-annual schedule.
Name____________________________________ Address_____________________________________________
City/State/Zip__________________________________ Phone________________ Email_________________________
Please make checks payable to NC Zoo Society, OR charge to: អ MasterCard

អ Visa អ AmEX អ Discover

Acct.#______________________________ CVN______ Exp. Date______ Signature____________________________________
Mail to: NC Zoo Society, 4403 Zoo Parkway, Asheboro, NC 27205; or make your donation on the Web at nczoo.com.

2047-12F

W

hile spring always brings
one of the best times to visit
the Zoo, the spring of 2013
looks to be one of the most exciting
ones in recent history for Zoo visitors.
The reason? Babies, babies, and—
oh, yeah—babies! Perhaps, at no time
in the Park’s history have there been
more noteworthy youngsters pattering
around the paddocks.

Then,CounttheApes

ABabyGiraffe
Let’s begin with the first baby Giraffe
to be born at the Zoo in 16 years. Our
5-year-old female Jamili gave birth to
Juma, also a female, in July.
Six-feet tall and more than 150
pounds at birth, Juma was named using
an African term that means “born on
Friday.” And, by April she should be
more than 10-feet tall. Oh yeah, these
youngsters, they grow quickly—especially Giraffes. But Juma will still be
easy to spot among the 16-foot tall
adult Giraffes that share the Forest
Edge exhibit.
8 | ALIVE

Let’s take in a double dose of that
intoxicating spring tonic known as
“baby Gorilla.”
It took the Zoo 23 years to see its
second Gorilla birth—then, in less than
a month, we saw a third.
On August 4, 13-year-old Jamani, a
recent immigrant from the San Diego
Zoo, gave birth to the first of the Zoo’s
two Gorilla infants. Jamani gave us a
bouncing baby boy that the keepers
named Bomassa. “Bomassa” refers to a
town in Africa’s Republic of Congo
where several United States zoos station their headquarters for Gorilla
research. Fewer than four weeks later,
Olympia, a 17-year-old, first-time mom
on loan from Zoo Atlanta, delivered
another male youngster. With these two
births, Nkosi, age 20, and proud papa
of both offspring, reaffirmed the reputation he earned as a proven breeder at
the Columbus Zoo.
All three parents—Nkosi, Olympia
and Jamani—came to the N.C. Zoo as
part of a management strategy developed by the Association of Zoos and

Aquarium’s Gorilla Species Sustainability Plan. Species Survival Plans
bring experts together to improve the
care and breeding of animals in zoos.
Currently, the Association manages survival plans for more than 500 species.
By spring 2013, expect both young
Gorillas to be nearly weaned from their
moms and bouncing around the Forest
Glade Gorilla exhibit like pinballs. It
will be fun to witness just how much of
the rowdy boys’ high jinks “Papa Nik”
and the other adult Gorillas will be
willing to put up with.

And,theOtherApes
Yes, there is more. What’s more fun
than a two-year-old Chimpanzee? How
about a pair of them? Yes, even before
the two baby Gorillas arrived, the Zoo
had been blessed with not one, but two,
baby Chimps.
Nori arrived first, in August 2010, the
infant daughter of her 18-year-old
mother, Maki. Later, in January 2012, a
42-year-old female, Tammy, successfully delivered yet another daughter,
who was named “Ebi.”

at the Zoo

By the time spring 2013 rolls around,
both youngsters will be approaching
their terrible-twos. By that we mean
that we will have two terribly cute and
terribly entertaining youngsters on
exhibit this spring.

GettingBearBack
What? Primates are not your thing?
How about those big white ultimate
predators from the North—Polar Bears?
No, we won’t have any baby Polar

Bears—at least not yet. But, we are
working on bringing some in further
down the road. Meanwhile, the Zoo
hopes to partially reopen its most popular exhibit by bringing one of its two
Polar Bears back from a sabbatical in
the northern United States.
In the summer of 2011, both of the
Park’s male Polar Bears left North
Carolina to live in other zoos while
their North Carolina exhibit undergoes
a major expansion and upgrade. This
renovation, one of the largest in the
Zoo’s history, will cost $8.5 million
and will triple the size of the existing
exhibit. The upgrade will also add
facilities that will accommodate the
needs of caring for expectant females,
as well as for additional bears.
In addition to providing more space
for the bears to move about on land,
the expanded exhibit will be rich with
natural features, including a stream that
will add interest and challenges to the
bears’ daily lives.
The new viewing area will add a
number of interesting educational components for Zoo visitors, too. While the

full project will not be ready until late
in 2014, the old exhibit will reopen in
the spring when one of the Zoo’s Polar
Bears returns.
Still not hyped about spring 2013 at
the Zoo? Can we make a spring visit
even more tempting by promising yet
another trip back through time?

AReturnofthePrehistoric
Come April and a new set of
Dinosaurs, those so-called “terrible
lizards” that dominated the Earth millions of years before humans arrived on
the scene, will return for a second triumphant appearance at the Zoo.
This year’s snarling, roaring replicas
from a lost Era helped set attendance
records at the Zoo, and next year’s collection of dino-magic will be even
more spectacular.
In 2013, a whole new flock of
dinosaur species will settle into the Zoo
to demonstrate with vivid clarity the
remarkable diversity of forms and
habits that evolved in these early reptiles. Created by Billings Productions, a
Texas company that specializes in
state-of-the-art dinosaur exhibits, these
replicas are built on steel frames and
are operated by hydraulic mechanisms
that set the dinosaurs’ hands grasping,
their claws menacing and their teeth
gnashing like real dinosaurs.
Meticulously wrapped in textured,
intricately painted rubber skin, these
dinosaurs feature bold colors and other
theatrical touches that make them seem
all too real.
So, there you have it. From positively precious primates to the return of
a big beloved bear from the Great
White North, as well as those delightfully dynamic dinosaurs from the prehistoric past, the Zoo will have
something to pique the interests of people of all ages in the spring of 2013.
ROD HACKNEY, ZOO PUBLIC RELATIONS MANAGER
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FIELD

Snake Stories: Facts or Fictions
Of all the animals on Earth, snakes
are among the most misunderstood.
Condemned by some cultures and
worshiped by others, snakes spark
mixed emotions nearly everywhere—
a consequence, perhaps, of their capacity to locomote
without limbs and to crawl out of their old skin when it
no longer fits. Their ease in renewing their outer coverings has excited many fanciful fables about rejuvenating, or reincarnating, bodies and souls. And, for many
generations, particularly among Christians, snakes
have symbolized evil—a character they acquired as the
protagonist in the Genesis allegory that ends with God
casting Adam and Eve out of the Garden of Eden.

In the Eyes of the Beholders
Snakes, in and of themselves, can be labeled as either good
or bad, depending on the factors a person chooses to consider. Like other predators, snakes benefit people and the
environment by fulfilling their role in the web of life. Snakes
eat rodents, insects and other smaller invertebrates, for
example, which keeps these pests from horning in on our
food or infecting us with diseases. But, people rarely see or
think about these interactions and, consequently, rarely link
these benefits to the snakes that provide them. Instead,
people form their opinions about snakes during those
rare encounters when a snake’s appearance startles
them enough to short circuit their capacity to reason.
Take, for example, an encounter my father, a herpetologist, had as a young boy. He came across a
Black Racer, dead on the side of the road. Its head
was covered with what appeared to be a red comb. The
vivid image of that comb stayed with my father through
10 | ALIVE

his childhood, convincing him that all Black Racers had red
combs on their heads. Only later, as an adult, did he realize
that the comb was blood, the product of the snake’s fatal
injury. Vivid, misinterpreted experiences like this probably
ignited many of the myths and the misconceptions people
have about snakes.

Some Fishy Snake Stories —
And Their Likely Origins
Snakes Always Travel in Pairs
This wives' tale asserts that snakes couple up so that, if one
of them is killed, the other one can take its revenge on the
killer. But, since snakes are neither cunning nor bound by
friendships, this story is just silly.
Certainly, there are times when more than one snake ends
up in the same place. After all, snakes mate occasionally—
an activity that requires pairing—and sometimes snakes
even form groups. But, snakes do not team up to protect
each other. They come together to exploit a resource. They
may gather in a place that is good for hibernating, sunning,
hunting or hiding. But, snakes clump toward resources, not
for friendships.
Sometimes, a snake may be seen following another
snake—but the follower is a potential mate, not a traveling
companion. Males track the pheromones that receptive
females leave behind. He follows her just long enough to
mate, though, and then he and she head off on their own,
without any sense of protective obligation.

Snakes Can Charm their Prey
Watch a snake zero in on its prey, and the snake’s unblinking
glare is unsettling. That never-wavering stare
probably inspired the popular myth that
snakes paralyze their prey by charming,
or hypnotizing, a frightened animal before
they strike.
Now, while snakes cannot mesmerize
their prey, they do glare—seemingly
with a vengeance. Snakes can hold
a steady stare because they lack
eyelids. Without a lid to drop, snakes

simply cannot blink.
While this icy glare does not paralyze the snake’s prey, the
sight of approaching snake eyes may release a freezing
instinct in a prey animal. Freezing is an adaptation that
sometimes helps prey avoid detection.

Snakes Make Great Hoops
This myth says that a frightened snake can circle its tail into
its mouth and, by rounding its body into a stiff hoop, spin
downhill, gathering sufficient speed to launch itself like a
spear and drive its spiked tail into a person’s chest. This
impossible feat is usually attributed to the southeastern Mud
Snake, a creature that carries hard spines on the tip of its
tail, but lacks the other attributes listed in this fable.
The hoop-making story likely sprang from the habit many
snakes have of resting, and sunning themselves, in loosely
arranged coils. When startled, a resting snake will snap
quickly into escape mode and, once in high gear, can be
sent tumbling downhill if it hits a patch of loose dirt or gets
hit by a glancing blow. I saw this happen, when I was about
15 years old. I was collecting snakes with my father and
popped my head over a rise to square off with a Black
Racer sunning itself on a rock. Startled, it bolted.
Startled, too, I tried to grab it. I tripped. It got away, and
we both tumbled down the hill.
I hit bottom first, and the sheer surprise of watching
that snake spin toward me, in a sideways barrel roll, was so
confusing that my mind could barely take in the spectacle. It
would have been easy to misinterpret the snake’s winding
descent as a hoop gone wild and careening down a hill.

Snakes Swallow Their Babies to Protect Them
While people may swear that they have seen a mother
snake swallow her young, there is not evidence to support
these claims. No captive snake has ever swallowed her

young, and no biologist has ever seen a snake’s stomach
packed with her babies. Besides, given the highly efficient
digestive enzymes in snake saliva, and the suffocating
nature of the snake esophagus, any trip down a mom’s
digestive track would end very badly for the swallowed.

This folktale may get some of its legs from people who
encounter a snake eating a smaller one (notice the operative
word “eating”), or from people who find embryos inside the
body of a snake that bears live young. Or, perhaps, people
just misinterpret what they see when they startle a brood of
snakes with their mother.
Once, for example, I uncovered a Northern Brown Snake
just after she had given birth. She and her babies were huddled under a piece of damp cardboard and, when I picked it
up and flooded the area with light, the youngsters scrambled
in all directions. A few rushed under their mother’s head and
body, creating the illusion that they had crawled into her
mouth for protection. Had I been more naive, I might have
been tricked by all the confusion.

Venomous Snakes Will Mate with
Non-Venomous Snakes
One popular story around North Carolina involves the mythical Pilot Copperhead—a snake said to emerge from the
congress of a Black (or Pilot) Snake and a Copperhead.

The breeding is said to take place in the spring, after Pilot
Snakes have guided, or piloted, Copperheads and
Rattlesnakes to their hibernation sites during the previous
fall. In the 1960s, this story even made its way into a few
eastern newspapers.
This folktale probably arose because Black Snakes and
Copperheads frequently breed (within their own species) in
the same area, the consequence of gathering at the same
hibernation sites and exiting them at the same time, at the
onset of their breeding seasons. (Remember how snakes
can be attracted by the same
resources?) But, Black Snakes and
Copperheads do not breed with
each other. They diverged from a common
ancestor so long ago that, today, their
chromosomes no longer match up.
While folktales can be fun and interesting, they are never as
interesting or curious as the real facts that explain animal
behaviors.
JOHN D. GROVES, CURATOR OF AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES
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LEAVE A

LEGACY

Lifelong Passion
Anne Marie Brack was born in Bergen, Norway, on June
4, 1930. She joined the Zoo Society on May 20, 1991,
and we received her 21st, and final, gift on December
20, 2011. As her obituary notes, she died peacefully on
the following New Year’s Day.
Ms. Brack worked 45 years for Oxford University
Press. She raised two children. She hiked, rock climbed
and snow skied.
She had a lifelong passion for photography, loved
Ansel Adams photos and could play bridge with the “Big
Dogs.” She knitted baby caps for the Rex Neo- natal unit,
while simultaneously calling and playing bingo at
Glenaire Retirement Community, Cary, NC.
She volunteered at the NC Museum of Natural
Sciences, supported the Appalachian Mountain Club
(Boston), Adirondack (NY) Mountain Club, and included
those organizations, the NC Zoo Society and two others
in her charitable remainder trust.
Her ashes will be scattered over her favorite section of
the Appalachian Trail in New York State.

Travel for Teachers

and other lifetime learners...
A special safari, at a special price, to learn
about Kenya, its people and its wildlife. Our
carefully planned itinerary takes you to
Kenya’s top wildlife destinations and offers
options to earn educational credits on your
journey. Join us on a remarkable adventure
that will make you a better teacher.
Departing June 9, 2013
Cost: $3,895 (double occupancy) Fees cover
food, lodging and travel inside Africa.
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Thank yous go out to the very generous donors who provided gifts of
$1,000 or more to the Society, June 2 through September 21, 2012.
Go Mix WAGO & WZGO
Go Mix WZRN & WZRU
Ace/Avant Concrete
Acme-McCrary & Sapona
Foundation
Asheboro Elastics Corporation
Zack & Blanche Bacon
Jack R. Bayer
BB&T
Biscuitville, Inc.
Blumenthal Foundation
The Borden Fund, Inc.
Broyhill Family Foundation,
Inc.
Burlington Animal Hospital
Ron & Cathy Butler
Carolina Bank
Carolina Farmers Mutual
Insurance Company
Carson Family Foundation
Chick-fil-A of the Triad
Chili's Asheboro
Hollins & Paige Clark
Dennis Clements & Martha
Ann Keels
Amanda & Jeff Davis
George & Helen Davis
Davis Furniture Industries, Inc.
Ms. Alicia Devitt
Durham Academy
East Coast Trailer & Equipment
Co., Inc.
Edward Jones
Energizer
Food Lion
Karyl Gabriel
Mrs. Voit Gilmore
The BF Goodrich Company
William & Vonna Graves
Mr. R. Carter Grine
Häfele America Company
HealthSource Chiropractic &
Progressive Rehab
High Point Bank & Trust
Company
IBM Matching Grants Program
iWerks Entertainment - SimEx
J. D. Wilkins Co., LLC
John Deere Turf Care
Mr. Earl Johnson III
Richard & Elizabeth Kent
Kerr Drug, Inc.
Kulynych Family Foundation

Lowes Food Stores, Inc.
The Estate of Addison (Dr.) G.
Mangum, M.D.
Martin Marietta Aggregates
Mt. Olive Pickle Company, Inc.
NC Touchstone Energy
Cooperatives
North Carolina Troopers
Association
Novartis Vaccines and
Diagnostics
Ms. Martha H. Noyes
Tanya & Jason Oesterreich
Mr. Kevin Phillips & Ms.
Debbie Patrick
Piedmont Natural Gas
Company
Ms. Nancy Pittman & Ms.
Jennifer Pittman
Mr. Charles W. Rakow
Randolph Electric Membership
Corporation
Randolph Hospital
Joan Reid & John
Montgomery
William & Phoebe Satterwhite
SCYNEXIS, Inc.
Sealy, Inc.
Talmadge and Ian Silversides
Mr. & Mrs. C. Hamilton Sloan
Mr. J. Keith Smith & Ms. Lisa
Jones
Southern Industrial
Constructors
Southland Electrical
The Estate of Juanita Spalding
State Employees Combined
Campaign
SunGard Public Sector
Therapeutic Alternatives
The Timken Company
Toms Creek Nursery &
Landscaping
Triad Corrugated Metal, Inc.
Leonard & Joyce B. Tufts
United Guaranty
Veterinary Specialty Hospital of
the Carolinas
Don & Donna Wellington
Pat F. & J. Tylee Wilson
(restricted by Anna & Helen)
Mrs. Frances Young

Give families what they want
the most— memories to cherish forever.
This Holiday season give the ones you
love a way to play, laugh and enjoy each other all year long:

Membership in the NC Zoo Society.
Your gift will open the door to a full year of discovery, of
family adventures and of learning and laughing together.
Holiday memberships arrive with a Giraffe plush.
Gift options include: a one-year membership for: an
Individual ($64); an Individual & guest ($74); a Family, or
Grandparents, ($83); or a Family or Grandparents & a guest
($93). Visit www.nczoo.com for details and other levels.

GIFTS ORDER FORM
Standard shipping costs are included.

អ Recipient អ Me
អ Hanukkah
Please indicate gift for: អ Christmas
អ Other: __________________________________________

Send gift package to:

Message you want included __________________________________
________________________________________________________
Buyer’s Name ____________________________________________

Warm Someone’s Heart

...

Adopt an
Arctic Fox
Usually white in the winter and
mottled in the summer, these
bright-eyed and bushy-tailed
critters can make anyone smile.
Adopt an Arctic Fox from the
N.C. Zoo and give a cuddly gift
for the Holidays.
bigstockphoto.com

Each $45 package includes
an Adoption Certificate, a
photo of an Arctic Fox, a
fact sheet about these animals and a packet of hot
cocoa. We’ll also include a
gift card with your special
message. This gift is sure
to be heartwarming.

Zoo Memberships Make Great Gifts for Employees,
Too! Share the Zoo where you work and replace traditional
fruit baskets and canned nuts with a gift that lasts all year.

Address __________________________________________________
City/State/Zip______________________________________________
Phone: (H)________________________ (W) ____________________
E-mail __________________________________________________

Arctic Fox Adoption Info
Name of Adoption Recipient __________________________________

Gift Membership Info
Name of Membership Recipient ______________________________
Membership level you wish to buy ____________________________
For Family, Grandparent or higher memberships only:
Name of the second adult in the household
____________________________________________________
Number of children under 18: _____
OR grandchildren under 18: _____

Recipient Address__________________________________________
City/State/Zip______________________________________________
Phone: (H)______________________ (W) ______________________
E-mail __________________________________________________
Payment type:

អ Cash

TOTAL $ __________________

អ Check (Please make check payable to NC Zoo Society)
អ Credit Card (Please check one)
អ MC អ VISA អ Discover អ AMEX
Credit Card# ________________________________ CVN# ________
Exp. Date ________ Signature ________________________________

The NC Zoo Society would like to thank our Signature Sponsor Randolph Telephone Membership
Corporation, as well as our other Zoo To Do sponsors, donors, volunteers and guests for making
Zoo To Do 2012: Sonoran Nights a success. This year’s event raised $97,341 to go towards a new
Ocelot exhibit and storage building at our Service Support area.

Signature Sponsor
Randolph Telephone
Membership Corp.

$5,000

Hickory Printing Solutions
The Courier Tribune

$2,500

Asheboro Elastics
Corporation
BB&T
NeoNova Network Services,
Inc.

$1,500

Asheboro Recycling
Calix
Carolina Bank of Asheboro
Clapp’s Convalescent
Nursing Home, Inc.
Community One
Energizer
Richard & Susan Garkalns
Ink ‘n Stitches, LLC
Klaussner Home Furnishings
Mr. Scott Lea
McDowell Lumber Company
Mid State Toyota of Asheboro
Randolph Hospital
Randolph Medical Associates
Randolph Specialty Group
Technimark, LLC
The Timken Company

$1,000

Asheboro Magazine
Mr. & Mrs. Howard Burkart
Carolina Pharmacy
CenturyLINK
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First Bank
Greg & Ginny Hunter
Insurance Associates of the
Triad
J.D. Wilkins Company, LLC
MOM Brands
Moser, Schmidly & Roose
Pamela E. Potter
Progress Energy
Pugh Funeral Home
Randolph Bank & Trust
Sir Pizza of Asheboro
Triad Corrugated Metal
U.S. Trust Bank of America
Private Wealth Management

$500

Acme-McCrary and Sapona
Foundation, Inc.
Asheboro Fire & Security
Bank of Carolinas
Clark Bell, Lawyer
Big Deal Shoes/John Merrill’s
Menswear
Burge Flower Shop, Inc.
Deep River Rehabilitation
Elastic Therapy, Inc.
Heart of North Carolina Visitors
Bureau
Gene & Pat Holder
Bill & Ann Hoover
It’s Leather, Inc.
Walker & Joanne Moffitt
Dan & Connie Mull
Danny & Wendy Mull
Premier Massage Therapy
Oliver Rubber Company
Prevo Drug, Inc.
Mr. J.M. Ramsay, Jr.
Randolph Electric Membership
Corporation

RE/MAX Central Realty
Riazzi Rhyne & Swaim
Investment Group
Richard Childress Racing
Ridge Funeral Home &
Cremation Services
RLJ Transport, LLC
Richard Royal & Darby Quirk
Shaw Enterprises, LLC
StarPet
State Farm Insurance, Lisa
Blackwell
Wells Fargo

Live Auction
Art from the Heart
Asheboro Nissan
Avery Pottery & Tileworks
Talmadge & Sara Baker
Eddie Bernard
Chad Brown Pottery
Bulldog Pottery
Donna Craven
J.B. & Claire Davis
Doe Ridge Pottery
Mike Durham
Mike Ferree
From the Ground Up
Nickolaus Fruin
Joel Hunnicutt
ideas2images
Daniel Johnston
Dr. David Jones
Chris Luther Pottery
Alex Matisse
Eck McCanless Pottery
Will McCanless Pottery
Montgomery Community
College
Dr. Scott Murkin
NC Zoo Animal Division

Ben Owen Pottery
Dick & JoAnne Peterson
Pottery by Frank Neef
Primitive Knife Artworks
Joseph Sand Pottery
Seagrove Stoneware
STARworks Glass Lab
Lenton Slack
Takuro & Hitomi Shibata
Sodexo
Tarheel Woodcarvers
Turtle Island Pottery
Kate Waltman

Special Thanks
Dave Aiken
American Premium Beverage
Co.
Beane Signs
Bacardi Spirits, USA
Sharon Beddingfield
Coca-Cola Consolidated
Dart Container, Inc.
Four Saints Brewery
Gilmore's Nursery
Jimmy Leonard III
Lowes Food Stores
Lowe’s Home Improvement
Center of Asheboro
Natty Greene’s Brewing Co.
PIP Printing
Reddy Ice, Inc.
R. H. Barringer Distributing, Co.
State of the Art, Custom
Framing
Becky Tarlton
The Plant Shop
United Country – Roger
Auctioneers, Inc.
Villa Photography

Silent Auction
Food, Fun &
Entertainment
Asheboro Country Club
Micki Bare
Nancy Bell
Blue Ribbon Pony Farm
Biltmore Estates
Cakes by Cindy
Celebration Station
Chick-fil-A
Circa Gallery
Coffee X-change
Copy Cats
Cycle Center
Tommy Davis
Deep River
Rehabilitation/Angela
Lucas
di’lishi frozen yogurt bar
Etc. Boutique
Four Saints Brewery
Fresh Cuts Butcher &
Seafood
G&G Automotive
Enterprises
Margaret Giles
Green Hill Center for
NC Art
Godiva
High Point Bowling
Center
The Jeweled Giraffe
Jimmy John’s
Lonesome Joe’s
Woodshop
Lumina
Dr. David Malin
Merle Norman
Cosmetics
Nantahala Outdoor
Center
NC Zoo Design Division
NC Zoo Education
Division
North Carolina
Shakespeare Festival
Origami Owl/ Becky
Kloepfer
Outback Steakhouse
Penland Custom Frames
P.F. Chang’s
Pinewood Country Club
thepreppypossum

Quaintance-Weaver
Restaurants & Hotels
Randolph Arts Guild
Randolph-Asheboro
YMCA
Mr. & Mrs. Scott Reed
R.H. Barringer
Distributing Co.
Sagebrush Steakhouse
& Saloon
Santosha Yoga
Sheetz
Sherwin Williams
Sports Attic
Studio 120
Super Jumps
Taste of Thai Oriental
Grill
The Exchange Banquet
& Meeting Hall
Timothy’s
Total Fitness
Trophy Shop Gifts
& Engraving
Toys & Co.
1212 Salon
Wet ‘n Wild Emerald
Pointe
Wired by Linda Erba

Adventures, Art
& Décor
Valerie Abbott
Acres for the
Atmosphere/Trees NC
Amish Trading Post
Art from the Heart
Ashley Fetner
Photography
Black Lady Pots
Blue Rhino
Corner Stone Interiors
Martha Crotty
Candace Hammond
Hardin’s Furniture
High Point Furniture
Bill & Ann Hoover
Susan Harrell
Nancy Lou Kiessler
Klaussner Home
Furnishings
Bill Lee
Les III Art
Lucy Landon/
Celebrating HOME

April McAden
McKenzie Properties
Terrance Meadows
Pam Myers
NC Zoo Northwoods
Keepers
NC Zoo Sonora Desert
Keepers
Next Step Photography
Workshops
Next Step Photography –
Vinny Colucci
Next Step Photography –
Melissa Southern
N-C-R Photography
De Potter
Frankie Powell
Ken & Diane Powell
Rich Powell
John Revell
Rheem Manufacturing
Company
R.H. Barringer
Distributing, Co.
Schadt Woodcarving and
Design
Mike Shinn
Southern States of
Asheboro
Special Occasions
Unlimited
State of the Art Custom
Framing
thepreppypossum

Pottery
Hank Allred Pottery
Bad Moon Mud
Cagle Road Pottery
Cat Fish Creations
Chrisco’s Pottery
Clay Burn
Coil Pottery
Dean & Martin Pottery
Dish’n Pottery
Dragon Fired Clay
Eck McCanless Pottery
Fat Beagle Pottery
Four Paw Pottery
Freeman Pottery
George Gusler
Gingerbread House
Pottery
The Great White Oak
Gallery
Michele Hastings & Jeff
Brown Pottery
H.A.T. underground
Mark Hewitt
Valerie Hill
His Hands Pottery
Crystal King Pottery
Kovack Pottery
Lantern Hill Pottery
Latham’s Pottery

Luck’s Ware
Lufkin Pottery
Benita Macon
Levi Mahan
Marcia Makl
McNeill’s Pottery
Moss Pottery
Nichol’s Pottery
Old Gap Pottery
Susan O’Leary Pottery
Old House Pottery
O’Quinn Pottery
Picket Fence Interiors
& Gifts
Piney Woods Pottery
The Pottery Garden
Potts Pottery
Rockhouse Pottery
Tagawa Collection
Teague’s Frogtown
Pottery
Thomas Pottery
Triple C Pottery
Turn & Burn Pottery
Uwharrie Crystalline
Westmoore Pottery
Adam Wiley
Gail Young-Dula
Jared Zehmer
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Lots of people are!

But, a lot of this fear is unfounded — a reaction
based on the way a snake looks, not on the
danger that it presents.
Because snakes don’t look like the pets and
people that we find cuddly, we tend to think
the worst about what we see. We mistake the
snake’s odd features — the glaring eyes, the
forked tongue, the sharp teeth and the scaly
skin — as a reason to be afraid.

Scary Stares

Snakes never stop glaring. Lock eyes with one,
and you’ll ALWAYS blink first! That is because
a clear, fixed scale — not an eyelid — covers a
snake eye. The scale locks in moisture better
than a lid can and doesn’t have a slit that dirt
could slip through when snakes burrow underground. Only problem is, snakes have to sleep
with their eyes open.

Forked Tongues

A snake’s flicking, forked tongue is not shooting
in and out to stab or poison you. It’s licking
molecules out of the air and sliding them into a
special organ (called “Jacobson’s Organ”) in the
roof of its mouth. In a flash, that organ can
sift through these tiny particles to identify
the scents of nearby prey, predators or even
potential mates.

Sharp Teeth

Snakes have lots of sharp teeth — usually
three rows on top and two rows on the
bottom of their mouths. But, even with
all these choppers, snakes never chew
their food. They swallow it whole, by
walking it down their throats!
A snake swallows by opening wide and
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engulfing as much of its prey’s head as possible.
Then, the snake plants the teeth on one side of
its upper jaw into the prey and pivots the
other side of its jaw forward, pulling its body
up on that side. Next, it releases its back
teeth, digs in its forward-positioned teeth and
pivots again — waddling its mouth down its prey.
A few snakes have fangs, too, hollow teeth that
deliver venom into the prey.

Scaly Skin

The skin itself is not scaly, but the upper layer
of a snake’s skin produces keratin outgrowths
that are called “scales.” These outgrowths are
similar to the keratin outgrowths, called “hair,”
that develop in mammals. Scales often make
colorful patterns that can camouflage the
snake in its environment. Because scales hold
water in or out, snakes are very well adapted
to live in either water or the desert.
No matter how YOU feel about snakes, nature
thinks they are GREAT. Nature depends on
them to feed some animals (hawks, Bobcats,
alligators and more) and to eat other ones
(mice, insects, squirrels and more). Without
snakes, many animals we like would not
have enough to eat, and many animals we
consider pests would no longer have to worry
about predators. Without snakes to prey on
them, these pesky animals would become so
numerous that they would eat all the food in
their — and our — habitats.
DANIEL BANKS, SCHOOL PROGRAMS COORDINATOR
& JAYNE OWEN PARKER, PH.D., DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION

Jacobson’s Organ

Quadrant Bone

Jaw can open
as much as
150%
S TA RT

Help the Snake find its way
home in time to hibernate!
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The NC Zoo Society is your
bridge to more than a Zoo visit.
We make you a partner in the
Zoo’s global efforts to support
• Animal well-being
• Conservation
• Education
• Field Work
• Research
And we welcome you into a
family that cares about nature.

CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

Congrats to the Zoo Staff...

f

or taking home top honors at the Association of Zoos
and Aquarium’s 2012 Annual Conference in Phoenix
this last August. AZA honored the Zoo with the prestigious Green Award in recognition of the Zoo’s outstanding
conservation and environmental stewardship programs.
This award is just the most recent of many awards that the
Zoo has won for its environmental stewardship. Last year,
its green initiatives were honored with the N.C. Governor’s
Award for Excellence.
The Zoo took its first step down the road to environmental riches in 1989 when it conducted a waste audit that led
to a recycling program that, in turn, led to the installation
of a recycling drop-off site on the Zoo grounds. A few
years later, the Zoo formed a Conservation Captains’ committee charged with recommending ways for the Zoo to
reduce its consumption and recycle and re-use more of its
resources.
This committee helped the Zoo formulate more structured ways to oversee its operations and, in 2011, helped
push the Zoo to pursue an ISO 14001 Environmental
Management System certification. Before the year ended,
the Zoo’s Horticulture Section positioned the N.C. Zoo as
the first zoo in the nation, and the second in the world, to
earn this certification. By 2011, the Zoo became the first
American zoo to receive stand-alone ISO 14001 certifica-

tion for all of its operations.
Among the programs that have earned environmental
accolades for the Zoo are its 2-acre compost site, which
handles most of the Zoo’s plant and animal wastes, and
saves the Zoo more than $160,000 a year; and a picnic
pavilion mounted with solar panels that produce 135,000
kilowatt-hours of electricity each year.
The Zoo has also increased its use of organic versus
chemical fertilizers, and operates a biodiesel processing
project to help fuel its buses and trams. The Zoo even constructed a wetland beside one of its parking lots to filter
stormwater and help protect the Park’s surface water.
Collaborative partners for these projects include:
Asheboro High School Zoo School; Central Carolina
Community College; Clean Water Management Fund; N.C.
Big Sweep; N.C. Department of Environment and Natural
Resources Environmental Stewardship Initiative; N.C.
Department of Transportation; N.C. Green Power, NC Zoo
Society, North Carolina State University; Piedmont
Biofuels; Randolph Electric Company; Randolph
Community College; and Trees N.C.

Way to Go Green, Zoo! Good job!

